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B.Tech
(SEM ill) ODD Sf.: ITSITR THEORY EXAMINATION 2009-10

:\L\ TERLliS SOL TE 1.:\E.:\GIlXEERING

An m all fire questions, there are choices
,riTlnlL .' cuI.. ~ indicated therein.

1 Attem - iY four pan- of the following :. 5x4=20
(a) S a:e e:x:lain Bohr's model of an electron in

ao
(b) \\oat are ~filler indices') How are they

determined?

(c) Show that the atomic packing factor of FCC
crystal is 0.74.

(d) Draw neat sketches of unit cells of simple cubic,
BCC crystal structures.

(e) Differentiate between edge dislocation and screw
islocation. illustrate with sketches.

(f) Briefly describe X-ray crystallography methods.

2 Attempt any four parts of the following : 5x4=20
(a) Define creep. Explain its phases and mechanis
(b) Differentiate between toughness and hardness.
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(c) Explain how is fatigue test performed in the
laboratory.

(d) Explain the term percentage elongation and
proof stress.

(e) Define and specifY recrystallization
temperature (s).

(f) Draw a neat labelled sketch of iron-carbon
equilibrium diagram:'

Attempt any two parts<?f the following lox2=20
(a) What is 'heat treatmep.t'? Why are the steels heat

treated? Describe various heat-treatment
processes.

(b) Explain the effects of

(i) carbon and

(ii) various alloying elements added to

(a) carbon steels

(b) alloy steels respectively.'

Also, write its applications.

(c) What is duralumin? Give its composition and
application. Also explain age-hardening.

4 Attempt any two parts of the following : lOx2=20

(a) Compare the properties of diamagnetic and
ferromagnetic materials. Also write what 'are
hard and soft magnetic materials. Explain with
reference to hysteresis loop.

(b) Describe various types of semiconductors, its
devices and its applications.
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(c) What is superconduct rand xplain its
importanc and application. Also differentiate
betw en' p I and T p II uperconductors.

Attempt any two I arts or lIle (ollowing : lox2=20
(a) What fir' I' lhl,tol'y I1lHlerial ? State their basic

prol 'rti'~ and U~'S. Also write what do you
unci I'stall I by

(i) (iln,'s Hlld

(ii) RC \ (bllildin ),

(b) Li t Veil iOlls typ's or polymers (plastics) and its
past, pI' s'lll all I rUllll' possible applications.
Als , bri lly d 'S 'rit e the plasting-processing

tcchlliqu, 'S, I ,.~•.•••.•...

(c) Vrit short notes. -On any two of the following

(i) omposit, materials and its applications

(ii) Smart-materials and its applications

(i ii) Corrosion and its prevention.
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